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INT [PLEASEINSERT\PRERENDERUNICODE{ÂĂŞ}INTOPREAMBLE] WHITE

ROOM [PLEASEINSERT\PRERENDERUNICODE{ÂĂŞ}INTOPREAMBLE]

DAYTIME

JACK IS A 20 YEAR OLD GUY. HE HAS SHORT

HAIR AND HE’S WEARING A BLUE PANTS WITH A WHITE T-SHIRT.

MARIE IS ALSO ROUND HER TWENTIES. SHE’S

WEARING DARKER COLORS.

Birds are flying in the reflection on a window across the

street.

Inside Jack sits on a chair staring in front of him. On his

left side sits Marie, she’s looking straight at Jack.

Jack notices a person to the left of him as he scans the

room. When he looks to his side Marie is gone.

Again he looks straight ahead into the room. He sees a white

mask on the ground.

Jack stands up and starts walking slowly towards it. He

picks up the mask and turns it around.

Out of the blue Marie stands 16 feet behind him. Jack

notices an individual standing in the room and he turns

around facing Marie.

JACK

Marie? What are you doing here?

Where are we?

MARIE

We can be anywhere you want.

INT - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

JACK IS DRESSED UP. HE’S WEARING A SHIRT

AND A NICER PANTS.

MARIE IS ALSO ALL DRESSED UP. HER HAIR

IS PUT UP.

Marie and Jack are sitting across each other eating dinner.

There’s food on their plates, a candle and some flowers on

the table.

The white mask is sitting in a closet in the background.

Jack has a piece of chicken on his fork and was about to put

it in his mouth.

He realizes he wasn’t here before and looks a bit confused

although he doesn’t think much of it.

MARIE

How is your chicken?

Jack looks at the chicken on his fork.

(MORE)
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CONTINUED: 2.

MARIE IS ALSO ALL DRESSED UP. HER HAIR IS PUT UP. (cont’d)

JACK

It’s fine.

Jack looks at his watch to check the time. It’s 6:32pm. He

covers the watch with his hand, looks up and counts to five.

When he looks back down he sees the time has changed. It is

now 2:54am.

Jack looks troubled, wondering what is happening, still no

big confusion.

MARIE

Is something wrong sweetie?

Marie tries to lay her hand on top of Jacks hand. She

touches him a nanosecond and Jack pulls his hand back. He

stands up.

INT - COUCH ROOM - EVENING SHADE

RYAN IS A BIT OLDER LOOKING THEN JACK.

HE’S HANDSOME AND LOOKS NICE.

JACK IS WEARING CASUAL CLOTHING.

MARIE IS WEARING FLIRTY CLOTHES.

Jack is standing is his living room. The table is gone,

there’s only a couch dressed with a couple pillows. The

couch stands vertically opposite to Jack. Marie and Ryan

stand in front of the couch facing each other with their

sides pointing towards Jack. Marie is standing closest to

the couch.

She is standing in the arms of Ryan. He’s holding her tight

and she giggles as his hands are caressing her body.

They start circling around each other so that Ryan this time

stands closest to the couch. As they circle Jack starts to

circle around the couch so that he’s standing behind it. At

this point Ryan falls down on the couch and Marie goes and

sit on top of him.

Both of them laugh in a flirting way and Marie starts to

seduce him a bit more. Jack watches all this happen and gets

scared of this situation. He keeps watching how Marie is

cheating on him.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

Again he checks his watch which says its 5:27pm. He covers

it with his hand looks up and counts to five. While counting

to five he looks at Marie who seems to have a lot of fun.

Marie laughs while looking Jack in the eyes.

Just next to Marie’s head, in the background, we see someone

standing with the white mask on his face.

The girl in the background is fully naked, except for the

mask covering her face.

After counting to five Jack looks back at his watch, but it

disappeared. Jack starts breathing heavily and rubbing his

hands.

CLOSE UP ON THE HANDS.

INT - COUCH ROOM - EVENING SHADE

JACK IS WEARING THE SAME CLOTHES AS IN

THE PREVIOUS SCENE.

MARIE IS WEARING THE SAME CLOTHES AS IN

THE PREVIOUS SCENE.

RYAN IS WEARING THE SAME CLOTHES AS IN

THE PREVIOUS SCENE.

Jack looks up and Marie stands in front of him, he stands in

the same position as Ryan did before. The couch is right

behind him and Marie comes closer to his body. He looks more

confused than before but holds Marie anyway. She smiles and

starts kissing him on his cheeks.

JACK

Where’s the other guy?

MARIE

What other guy? You know I only

have eyes for you.

Jack falls on the couch and Marie comes sit on top of him.

There’s a heavy breathing sound and the sound of a heartbeat

in the background. Jack is trying to look for clues around

him to figure out what’s happening.

He looks to the side of the room and there’s Ryan standing

against a wall with Marie in his arms. They’re flirting and

kissing. Again Jack wants to check his watch but it’s still

gone.

MARIE

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

Is there something you desire Jack?

Do you want me? You got me.

Jack looks into Marie’s eyes, he’s confused because of the

two Maries in the room. The Marie on his lap is playing with

his hair. She comes in and kisses him. Jack closes his eyes.

When he opens them he sees the naked girl on top of him

wearing the white mask.

Next Ryan appears and pulls Jack up from the couch, the

white mask is gone again.

RYAN

What do you think you’re doing man?

Jack doesn’t know what to do and gets pushed to the ground

by Ryan. He lays on the floor and Ryan comes in closer to

pick him back up. As he’s laying on the ground he sees Marie

standing in the corner. She is visibly upset because of

Jacks cheating on her with someone else (the mask).

The heavy breathing and heartbeat sounds get louder and

quicker. Jack tries to look for a way out and starts rubbing

his hands again. His vision is getting vague and disturbed.

JACK

I can’t leave yet. I need to know.

Ryan stands in front of Jack and is about to pick him up.

It’s a chaos of sounds and Jack is rubbing his hands in a

psychotic way.

JACK

(screaming)

I need to know!

INT - WHITE ROOM - DAYTIME

JACK IS WEARING THE WHITE T-SHIRT AND

BLUE PANTS.

MARIE IS WEARING SLIGHTLY DARKER

CLOTHES.

Jack is standing in front of Marie again, as he was at the

end of the first scene. She’s holding his hands.

MARIE

What do you want to know?

Jack doesn’t answer, he looks troubled.

MARIE
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CONTINUED: 5.

If I love you? you know I do.

Jack looks away, trying to hold back on his emotions.

MARIE

(getting more and more

emotional)

Jack, tell me. You can’t hold back.

Talk to me. You never tell me

anything. You never seem to be

opening up to me. How can I know if

you trust me? You never want to

hold me, you never want to kiss me,

and you never want to have sex.

What is it, Jack?

Jack is having a hard time and seems to be trying to escape

although he’s not boggling. Her hands feel more and more as

chains on his wrists.

MARIE

(still getting more and more

emotional)

Am I not good enough for you? Is

that it? You want something more

from me? Tell me what you need,

I’ll give it to you. Tell me you

love me, Jack! Tell me!

Jack can’t hold back anymore.

JACK

(letting go all emotion)

I don’t know if I do! OK? I don’t

know if I do love you! I need to

know!

When Jack looks up Marie is gone. Jack is standing all alone

in the white room with nothing but the mask laying on the

ground.

He looks at the mask. Nothing happens.

THE END


